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Drone Trials 
The Bonython trial has highlighted a number of issues which do not appear to have been addressed 

before proposing an extended roll out of this type of drone use. 

Support use of drone technology for emergency / health related deliveries by regulated public 

agencies such as hospital pharmacies or regulated remote area commercial / government delivery 

where alternate delivery systems are not feasible. 

Support use of drone technology for on site building / infrastructure inspections and the like 

especially where this reduces risk to contractors working on site when there is a licensed operator 

on site.   

Support use of drones for environmental monitoring and mapping where this is a regulated activity 

undertaken by a licensed operator with notification of activity and purpose, and ideally permission, 

from of all landholders over whose land the drone will be operating.  

There is no doubt that new technologies such as drones will have a positive role to play in our future 

economy where used to enhance our current capacity for things like inspections, surveying and 

mapping, remote area delivery or aerial robotics for maintenance and repairs…. These kind of uses 

are likely to have broad social licence / support provided there is adequate safety regulation and 

monitoring, and protection of privacy of individuals and corporate IP of organisations. However the 

use in the suburban areas of a city for discretional consumption driven use is more complex due to 

potential conflicts.  

Concern is that a large area of expansion has been proposed for drone use for delivery of day to day 

consumables or parcels in city / suburban areas without resolution of the following issues. 

Visual privacy for residents and potential for data capture and sale by drone operators.  

Cameras are used for navigation with potential intrusion into privacy and misuse of data. Once there 

are an extended number privately operated commercial drones doing deliveries in the environment 

it will become harder to monitor the presence of other drone use / misuse and it can be anticipated 

pressure will increase for data collection uses. What is acceptable to the community needs to be 

defined now - a proactive system of regulation that demonstrably has resourcing to be implemented 

should be in place as we expand use of drones generally but particularly for a use that could 

generate significant volumes of traffic. 

Noise related disturbance of neighbours 

Noise has been reported as a significant issue for a number of Bonython residents notwithstanding 

satisfaction of delivery users. Societal expectations around rights to quiet enjoyment of one’s 

residence are embodied in noise control and tenancy legislation and a noise which is penetrating 

and disruptive should not be permitted. This may be an issue of technology development but should 

be a barrier to use in residential areas the manner proposed until this is resolved. 

Disturbance of wildlife 

As climate change progresses as well as rethinking agriculture and land use more broadly we should 

be thinking about our cities as the “reefs “ of the land – complex ecosystems built by humans with 

multiple niches for wildlife and a broad diversity of flora and fauna to inhabit . Our wellbeing will 

depend on our capacity to create niches for other living things given the levels of biodiversity loss 



already being documented. Canberra’s birdlife is a key part of this ecosystem and their, or indeed 

other wildlife’s, capacity to occupy niches within the suburbs should be prioritised over use of 

drones for deliveries where these create disturbance and stress and displacement of animals. Was 

there, as part of the Bonython trial, a scientifically based study by an independent group such as ACT 

Parks and Wildlife that measured birdlife presence before and during,  and observed and recorded 

what caused the distress – noise, and / or large hovering winged “predator”, collision. Does it 

support or contradict the anecdotal evidence from residents of significant degrading of the habitat 

for birds and loss of birds from the area was seen? If evidence contradicting the anecdotal reports 

has not been done this type of study should be done in a limited area before extensive use of the 

technology is proposed. 

Other issues  

Use / Misuse Causing Disruption of other priority activities 

General concern re use of drones creating a significant hazard  due to flight of drones  into areas 

where emergency operations are occurring or in the case of misuse regular operations such as 

airports. Systems / protocols for managing commercial drone around areas where there are 

emergency response activities occurring should be required prior to deployment and monitoring 

that would allow identification of operators so they can be contacted as needed. 

Potential for failure or collision  

The use of drones in the manner suggested needs to be regulated and monitored as unless the 

government is proposing that only one commercial venture would benefit from this trial there will 

be multiple operators who will not necessarily know where each others drones are with an obvious 

potential for collision. Similarly if these drones run on a gps or wireless technology and there is a 

network failure the failsafe needs to be minimum risk for impact at ground level and insurances on 

operators to cover any damage / injury (at a cost that reflects the risk).  

Economic benefit  

Much is made of the benefits re employment however while everyone talks about jobs gained they 

do not talk about jobs lost or services lost due to automation / technology change. The potential job 

losses in this instance as a guess include are café waiters, baristas, delivery drivers, etc. These jobs all 

involve some level of person to person contact and provide entry points into employment for a 

number of people and their loss may not be great for the community in the long run. In addition it is 

obviously in commercial interest to minimise labour use in delivery so the process is likely to become 

more and more automated. The definition of benefits need more nuanced analysis before social 

licence for this consumption led type of use is assumed when there may be many other pathways to 

economically benefitting from the new technologies being developed in Canberra.  

A desirable outcome of the committee process would be development of strategy for addressing 

these issues to be implemented ahead of these trials and then monitored for effectiveness and 

improved. Innovation in regulation that parallels beneficial use of new technology will also be highly 

desirable expertise beyond Canberra. 

 




